Commodity Advisor Intern Position
Summer 2022

**Advance Trading, Inc.** (ATI) is a forward thinking, non-proprietary commodity brokerage firm providing risk management and market guidance to grain producers, commercial elevators, and end users including energy producers and livestock feeders. ATI's client base spans the entire globe, with businesses throughout North America, South America, Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Middle East. Our highly skilled team delivers individualized strategies, sound advice, and solid recommendations based on extensive research and market analysis, giving our clients a competitive edge in today's complex marketplace. Advance Trading, Inc. (ATI) is headquartered in Bloomington, IL.

Each year ATI offers internships to a limited number of college students allowing them to gain knowledge and real-time experience in the agricultural commodity markets.

**Job Description**

Each intern will have the opportunity to work closely with various ATI business units. This position will:

- act as support staff to our advisory business assisting in the daily activities of our broker community. Working closely with them to assist our clients in their daily risk management execution and planning.
- have an educational requirement involved where a curriculum is established and delivered to be used as a growth and knowledge tool for our interns.
- offer various offsite opportunities to understand our customer base and their needs. The position offers the opportunity to study the entire agricultural value chain for a better understanding of the value proposition of the industry ATI is associated with.
- allow the intern to gain knowledge in the derivative markets to understand how these markets are intended assist the industry on a daily basis.

**Summary**

An ATI internship is a rare opportunity to assist and learn from a collection of some of the most competent risk advisors in global agriculture. Appropriate candidates will find this to be a very challenging and rewarding role. At the end of the internship, we want each individual to come away with a wide array of experience and to know exactly what ATI does day in and day out.

Please reach out to the following individuals for more information:

Scot Mugnaini – smugnaini@advance-trading.com

Drew Moore – dmoore@advance-trading.com

Michelle Butler – mbutler@advance-trading.com